
Ms. Kelly's Virtual Classroom
Daily Shout-Outs: New student of the week for April 13th 2020: Kenia for submitting all work and always attending 
zoom sessions on time! 

Who will be the student on the week? Reward: Lunch of their choice on Ms. Kelly!

New Students of the week for the week of April 6th 2020: Angel and Jacqueline their work has been amazing!!!!

New Students of the week for March 30th: Kevin and Jake. Students of the week for March 23rd: Kenia, Darwin, 
and Zeydi.



Morning Message

 Good Morning! Today is Monday April 20th, 2020. We will have art today at 10:40 a.m. 

 On Friday we began Day 14 of our instructional plans. We will continue to work on Day 14 today and 

tomorrow. 

 On Friday we conducted a science experiment for chemical and physical reactions, who tried it?

This week we will: 

 We also read the text, “Why Do Cliff Swallows Live Together?” We answered the multiple choice 

questions as our assignment for Friday. Today we will focus on some of the short response questions. 

 For Science: Lesson 9 Solid, Liquid, Gases 

 For Social Studies: Scholastic Text, “Ancient History” 

 For Math: Rally Book Lesson 8: Using ratios and rates to find percentages 

 This afternoon we will complete a Go Math Module 11 Lesson 4.



Monday April 20th 2020 Work Due

 Reading: Rally Book, “Why Do Cliff Swallows Live Together?” multiple choice and short response question 

9. Pages 152-157

 Science: Lesson 9: Solid, Liquids, and Gases pages 50-52 guided questions (Only 2!) 

 Math: Rally Book Lesson 8 pages 53-59. Multiple choice questions 6 explain your solution. Math Exit Ticket 

Question Lesson 4. 

 Social Stuides: Log onto scholastic App. Open the book, “Ancient History” Find the answers to the 

following questions: 

1. What did the Mesopotamians do for a living? 

2. Why is the Nile river known as a lifeline of Egypt?



Solid, Liquid, Gases

 Lesson 9- Solid, Liquid, Gases

 Standard: PS3.1d,e, & f: Gases have neither a determined shape nor a definite volume. Gases 

assume the shape and volume of a closed container. A liquid has definite volume, but takes the 

shape of a container. A solid has definite shape and volume. Particles resist a change in position. 

 Objective: I can identify 3 examples of solids, liquids, and gases providing explanation and 

reasoning for each examples category based on the definitions. 

 Entry Ticket: What are the 3 states of matter?



Solid, Liquid, Gases

Pre-Lesson Questions: 

 What is matter?

 Air is a gas. What are some ways we can see air?

 What are some examples of a solid in your home?

 What are some examples of liquids in your home?

 What are some examples of gases in your home?



Solid, Liquid, Gases

After Video Questions: 

 What state of matter is slime? How do you know?

 What is the difference between a liquid and a solid?

 Why isn’t a dream made of matter?

 What is special about a Oobleck?



Module 11: Lesson 4: Writing Inequalities 

 Lesson 4: Writing Inequalities 

 Standard: 6.EE.B.5 Understand solving an equation or inequality as a process of answering 

question: which values from a specified set, if any, make the equation or inequality true? Use 

substitution to determine whether a given number in a specified set makes an equation or 

inequality true.

 Essential Question: How can you use inequalities to represent real-world constraints or conditions? 

 Objective: I can use inequalities to represent real-world constraints or conditions. 

 Entry Ticket: 





Review Module 11 Lesson 3



Lesson 4 Writing Inequalities Exit Ticket

Write an inequality that matches the number line model.



Morning Message

 Good Morning! Today is Tuesday April 21st, 2020! We will have gym today at 10:40 a.m. 

 Parent Portal Letters Mailed Home!

 We will continue to work on Day 14 together today.

This week we will: 

 We are reading the text, “Why Do Cliff Swallows Live Together?” We answered the multiple choice 

questions and question 9. 

 For Science: Lesson 9 Solid, Liquid, Gases 

 For Social Studies: Scholastic Text, “Ancient History” 

 For Math: Rally Book Lesson 8: Usng ratios and rates to find percentages 

 This afternoon we will complete a Go Math Module 11 Lesson 4 continued.
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“Why Do Cliff Swallows Live Together?” 

 Question 10: Complete the chart by listing three tools the scientists use to gather 

information about cliff swallows and stating the purpose of each tool.

Tool Purpose 



Tuesday April 21st 2020 Work Due

 Reading: Rally Book, “Why Do Cliff Swallows Live Together?” short response question 11. Complete 1 

iReady Lesson for reading. 

 Science: Lesson 9: Solid, Liquids, and Gases pages 50-52 . Questions 1, 2, and 3 on page 51.

 Math: Rally Book Lesson 8 pages 53-59. Multiple choice questions 7 explain your solution. Math Exit Ticket 

Question Lesson 4. 

 Social Stuides: Log onto scholastic App. Open the book, “Ancient History” Find the answers to the 

following questions: 

1. What did the people of the Indus River Valley Civilization do for a living? Which civilization is this referring to? 

2. Who was Confucius? What civilization followed him?



Module 11: Lesson 4: Writing Inequalities 

 Lesson 4: Writing Inequalities 

 Standard: 6.EE.B.5 Understand solving an equation or inequality as a process of answering 

question: which values from a specified set, if any, make the equation or inequality true? Use 

substitution to determine whether a given number in a specified set makes an equation or 

inequality true.

 Essential Question: How can you use inequalities to represent real-world constraints or conditions? 

 Objective: I can use inequalities to represent real-world constraints or conditions. 

 Entry Ticket: 





Rally Book Page 56 Question 6

6. Hannah earns a salary of $75,000 per year. She also earns 15% commission on the amount 

of sales she makes. She made 240,000 in sales this year. What total amount did she earn this 

year?



Math Exit Ticket April 21st 2020 



Morning Message

 Good Morning! Today is Wednesday April 22nd, 2020. We will have MEDIA today at 10:40 a.m. We are 

following our new special schedule. 

 Parent Portal Letters Mailed Home! I emailed a copy to some students. Who got on and saw their report 

card grades?

 We will continue to work on Day 14 together today.

This week we will: 

 We are reading the text, “Why Do Cliff Swallows Live Together?” We answered the multiple choice 

questions and short response question 9, 10 , and 11.

 For Science: Lesson 9 Solid, Liquid, Gases 

 For Social Studies: Scholastic Text, “Ancient History” 

 For Math: Rally Book Lesson 8: Using ratios and rates to find percentages 

 This afternoon we will complete a Go Math Module 11 TEST! 



Social Studies: Ancient Civilizations 

 Lesson: Exploring Ancient Civilizations

 Standard: 6.3b Complex societies and civilizations share the common characteristics of 

religion, job specialization, cities, government, language/record keeping system, 

technology, and social hierarchy. People in Mesopotamia, the Yellow River valley, the 

Indus River valley, and the Nile River valley developed complex societies and civilizations.

 Objective: I can identify the complex societies and civilizations from 35000 B.C.E – 500 

B.C.E and the geographical features that shaped them.

 Entry Ticket: Name an Ancient Civilizations and one fact you have learned. 



Ancient & Medieval History 

 A renewed appreciation of _____ led to the Italian Renaissance.

 After Emperor Qin Shi Huangdi's death, the Qin dynasty in China?

 Athens was the frst Greek city-state to introduce DEMOCRACY, which is 

_____________________________. 

 Because Christianity had spread throughout Europe by the Middle Ages, 

_______________________________________. 

 During China's "golden period" under the Tang dynasty,__________________________.

 How did the Incas pay taxes to support the kingdom?___________________________________.

 Once the Romans established the Roman Republic, _____________________________________



Tuesday April 21st 2020 Work Due

 Reading: Rally Book, “Why Do Cliff Swallows Live Together?” short response question 12. Complete 1 

iReady Lesson for reading. 

 Science: Lesson 9: Solid, Liquids, and Gases pages 50-52 . Questions 1, 2, and 3 on page 52.

 Math: Complete the math test. 

 Social Stuides: Log onto scholastic App. Open the book, “Ancient History” Find the answers to the 

following questions: 

1. What are city states? Where did city states exist?

2. What were Ancient Greeks good at?







Module 11 TEST

 Today you will complete a math test based on our instruction.



NYS Test Question 



Morning Message

 Good Morning! Today is Thursday April 23rd, 2020.We will have Gym today at 10:40 a.m. We are following 

our new special schedule. 

 Tomorrow is a Global Thinkers Academy Meeting Mrs. Fairclough wants 3 students to attend to give 

information to the 5th graders. Jacqueline, Angel, and Darwin I told her you will be there for the 9 a.m. 

zoom session. 

 Parent Portal is available for your parents to view your 3rd quarter grades. 

 We will continue to work on Day 14 together today. This is our last day on Day 14.

 We are reading the text, “Why Do Cliff Swallows Live Together?” We answered the multiple choice 

questions and short response question 9, 10 , 11, and 12.

 For Science: Lesson 9 Solid, Liquid, Gases 

 For Social Studies: Scholastic Text, “Ancient History” 

 For Math: Rally Book Lesson 8: Using ratios and rates to find percentages 

 This afternoon we will complete a Go Math Module 12 Lesson.



Thursday April 23rd 2020 Work Due 

 Reading: Rally Book, “Why Do Cliff Swallows Live Together?” short response question 14. Complete 1 

iReady Lesson for reading. 

 Science: Lesson 9: Solid, Liquids, and Gases pages 50-53 . Page 53 multiple choice questions.

 Math: Rally Book Lesson 8 page 59 question 8. 

 Social Stuides: Log onto scholastic App. Open the book, “Ancient History” Find the answers to the 

following questions: 

1. What did the people of Greece do for fun?

2. Did girls attend school in Ancient Greece? 

3. One fact you learned about Ancient Greece. 



Social Studies: Ancient Civilizations 

 Lesson: Exploring Ancient Civilizations

 Standard: 6.3b Complex societies and civilizations share the common characteristics of 

religion, job specialization, cities, government, language/record keeping system, 

technology, and social hierarchy. People in Mesopotamia, the Yellow River valley, the 

Indus River valley, and the Nile River valley developed complex societies and civilizations.

 Objective: I can identify the complex societies and civilizations from 35000 B.C.E – 500 

B.C.E and the geographical features that shaped them.

 Entry Ticket: What two rivers run through Ancient Mesopotamia? 



Ancient Mesopotamia 

 What written language did Ancient Mesopotamia create?

 What did they do for jobs?

 What do civilizations need to survive?



Ancient Times 

Civilization: 

Egypt 

Civilization:

Ancient Greece 

Civilization:

Ancient Rome

Written Language: 
Hieroglyphics 

1.

2.

3. 



Module 12: Lesson 1: Graphing on the 
Coordinate Plane

 Lesson 1: Graphing on the Coordinate Plane 

 Standard: 6.NS.C.6 Understand a rational number as a point on a number line. Extend a number 

line diagrams and coordinate axes familiar from previous grades to represent points on th eline

and in the plans with negative number coordinates. 

 Essential Question: How do you locate and name points on the coordinate plane?

 Objective: I can locate and name points on the coordinate plane. 

 Entry Ticket: 



NYS Test Question 



Are You Ready?



Are You Ready?



Are You Ready?



Are You Ready?



Morning Message

 Happy Friday! Today is April 24th, 2020. We will have FLES today at 2:25 p.m. with Ms. Moran. You  must 

attend to pass the class. 

 Parent Portal is available for your parents to view your 3rd quarter grades. 

 I have decided to stay on day 14 because today is fun Friday! 

 We are reading the text, “Why Do Cliff Swallows Live Together?” We answered the multiple choice 

questions and short response question 9, 10 , 11, 12, and 14! 

 For Science: Lesson 9 Solid, Liquid, Gases summary.

 For Social Studies: Scholastic Text, “Ancient History” 

 For Math: Go Math Exit Ticket Lesson 1.

 This afternoon we will complete a Go Math Module 12 Lesson 1.



Friday April 24th 2020 

 Reading: Complete 1 iReady Lesson for Reading: Write a summary about the lesson. 

 Science: Write a paragraph about solids, liquids, and gases. Include important information that a student 

should know.

 Math: Exit Ticket Questions  

 Social Stuides: Log onto scholastic App. Open the book, “Ancient History” Find the answers to the 

following questions: 

1. Who were the first five good emperors? 

2. What was special about the Colosseum?

3. What civilization do you want to learn more about and why? 



“Why Do Cliff Swallows Live Together?”

 Lesson: Writing and preparing a long response

 Standard: RI6.9 Compare and contrast one author’s presentation of events with that of 

another. 

 Objective: I can compare and contrast the advantages and disadvantages on a topic 

using evidence from the text. 

 Entry Ticket: What can we compare and contrast in the text?



“Why do Cliff Swallows Live Together?” 

 Let’s compare and contrast the advantages and disadvantages for cliff swallows of 

nesting close together in colonies. Page 160

Advantages



“Why do Cliff Swallows Live Together?” 

 Let’s compare and contrast the advantages and disadvantages for cliff swallows of 

nesting close together in colonies. Page 160

Disadvantages 



Solid, Liquids, & Gases

Read the selection below.

The force of gravity pulls liquid to the bottom of any container. Why did the author include this idea?

Why did the author include this idea?



Module 12: Lesson 1: Graphing on the 
Coordinate Plane

 Lesson 1: Graphing on the Coordinate Plane 

 Standard: 6.NS.C.6 Understand a rational number as a point on a number line. Extend a number 

line diagrams and coordinate axes familiar from previous grades to represent points on the line 

and in the plans with negative number coordinates. 

 Essential Question: How do you locate and name points on the coordinate plane?

 Objective: I can locate and name points on the coordinate plane. 

 Entry Ticket: Label the quadrants.





Math Exit Ticket Questions 



Ms. Kelly's Virtual Classroom
Daily Shout-Outs: Student of the week Mario! Very proud of your dedication to zoom sessions and submitting work! 

New student of the week for April 13th 2020: Kenia for submitting all work and always attending zoom sessions on time! 

Who will be the student on the week? Reward: Lunch of their choice on Ms. Kelly!

New Students of the week for the week of April 6th 2020: Angel and Jacqueline their work has been amazing!!!!

New Students of the week for March 30th: Kevin and Jake. Students of the week for March 23rd: Kenia, Darwin, and Zeydi.



Morning Message

 Good Morning! Today is Monday April 27th 2020. We will have Music today at 10:40 a.m. with Mr. Della-

Ratta! 

 Those students going on iReady: Jacqueline, Mario, Darwin, Angel, and Jasmin. The following students 

logged on, but you need to spend time completing a lesson: Jake, Kenia, and Michael. 

 Today we will begin Day 15. I will no longer being accepting work for Day 14 after today. Once a new 

week begins all old work should have been submitted. 

 This week we will: 

We will be reading, “A Moment to Remember” in our Rally Reading Book this week. 

In math we will be progressing through Module 12 Graphing Points and working on Rally Book Lesson 5.

In science we will be working in our Measuring Up Books on Lesson 21: The Solar System. 

In social studies we will be reading “Ancient China” found on our scholastic app. 



Work Due Monday April 27th 2020 

 Reading: Rally Book Text, “A Moment to Remember.” This is found on page 164-178. Read, annotate, and 

complete multiple choice questions.

 Science: Measuring Up Lesson 21: The Solar System. Read the text found on pages 127-129.Complete the 

guided questions. 

 Math: Rally Book page 40 question 4. Must explain your thinking. 

 Social Studies: Log onto scholastic App. Open the book, “Ancient China” Find the answers to the 

following questions: 

Read about the Xia Dynasty and answer the following questions:

1. What is a dynasty? 

2. What did Shun do differently compared to most rulers?

3. What character trait would you give Yu?



“A Moment to Remember” 

 Lesson: Making Connections to Fictional Stories

 Standard: RL6.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed 

through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions or 

judgements. 

 Objective: I can determine the central idea of text using explicit details.

 Entry Ticket: What is a moment in your life you will always remember?









Module 12: Lesson 2: Graphing Rational 
Numbers 

 Lesson 2: Graphing Rational Numbers 

 Standard: 6.NS.C.6 Understand a rational number as a point on a number line. Extend a number 

line diagrams and coordinate axes familiar from previous grades to represent points on the line 

and in the plans with negative number coordinates. 

 Essential Question: How do you locate rational ordered pairs in the coordinate plane? 

 Objective: I can locate rational ordered pairs in the coordinate plane. 

 Entry Ticket: 



Math Exit Ticket Questions 



NYS Test Question 



Morning Message

 Good Morning! Today is Tuesday April 28th, 2020. We will have art today at 10:40 a.m. with Ms. Chester. 

 We will begin continue Day 15 today:

 This week we will: 

We will finish reading, “A Moment to Remember” in our Rally Reading Book today. 

In math we will be progressing through Module 12 Graphing Points and working on Rally Book Lesson 5.

In science we will be working in our Measuring Up Books on Lesson 21: The Solar System. 

In social studies we will be reading “Ancient China” found on our scholastic app. 



Work Due Tuesday April 28th 2020 

 Reading: Rally Book Text, “A Moment to Remember.” This is found on page 164-178. Read, annotate, and 

complete short response question 10.

 Science: Measuring Up Lesson 21: The Solar System. Read the text found on pages 127-129.Complete 

questions 1, 2, and 3 on page 128.

 Math: Rally Book page 40 question 5. Must explain your thinking. 

 Social Studies: Log onto scholastic App. Open the book, “Ancient China” Find the answers to the 

following questions: 

Read about the Shang Period and answer the following questions: 

1. How do we know the Shang dynasty was real? Why do they question if the Xia dynasty was real?

2. How did the Shang dynasty record their history? Explain with details. 

3. How did the Shang connect with the dead? Can you make any connections?







Multiple Choice Questions 6 and 7

 In paragraph 24, the authors using figurative language to describe the puck’s journey. 

Why does the author do this?

 A. to create suspense

 To illustrate the scene on the ice

 To develop the plot

 To add to the tone of the text



Multiple Choice Questions 6 and 7

 If the author made this story into a play, what would be different?

a. Stage directions

b. Characters

c. Settings

d. Plot 



Module 12: Lesson 2: Graphing Rational 
Numbers 

 Lesson 2: Graphing Rational Numbers 

 Standard: 6.NS.C.6 Understand a rational number as a point on a number line. Extend a number 

line diagrams and coordinate axes familiar from previous grades to represent points on the line 

and in the plans with negative number coordinates. 

 Essential Question: How do you identify independent and dependent quantities from tables and 

graphs?

 Objective: I can identify independent and dependent quantities from tables and graphs.

 Entry Ticket: What quadrant is (-1.25 , - 3) located in? 



Rally Book Lesson 5 Page 40 

4. The ratio of the volume of this rectangular prism to another rectangular prism is 8:5. What is 

the volume of the other rectangular prism?





Morning Message

 Good Morning! Today is Wednesday April 29th, 2020! We will have MEDIA today at 10:40 a.m. with Ms. 

Randazzo. Let’s show her what Ms. Kelly’s class can do!

 We will begin continue Day 15 today:

 This week we will: 

We have finished reading, “A Moment to Remember” in our Rally Reading Book. We will work through the 

short response questions at this time. 

In math we will be progressing through Module 12 Graphing Points and working on Rally Book Lesson 5.

In science we will be working in our Measuring Up Books on Lesson 21: The Solar System. 

In social studies we will be reading “Ancient China” found on our scholastic app. 



Work Due Wednesday April 29th 2020 

 Reading: Rally Book Text, “A Moment to Remember.” This is found on page 164-178. Read, annotate, and 

complete short response question 11. 

 Science: Measuring Up Lesson 21: The Solar System. Read the text found on pages 127-129.Complete 

questions 1, 2, and 3 on page 129. 

 Math: Rally Book page 40 question 6. Must explain your thinking. 

 Social Studies: Log onto scholastic App. Open the book, “Ancient China” Find the answers to the 

following questions: 

Read about the Emergence of The Zhou and answer the following questions: 

1. What dynasty did the Zhou take over?

2. What is a bureaucracy? 

3. What is the Warring States period? What was occurring?



The Solar System

 Lesson; The Solar System

 Standard: The Sun and the planets that revolve around it are the major bodies in the solar 

system. Other members include comets, moons, and asteroids. Earth’s orbit is nearly 

circular.

 Objective: I can identify the planets and other major bodies that orbit around the sun.

 Entry Ticket: Look at page 127, determine what is the solar system. 





The Solar System 



Module 12: Lesson 2: Graphing Rational 
Numbers 

 Lesson 2: Graphing Rational Numbers 

 Standard: 6.NS.C.6 Understand a rational number as a point on a number line. Extend a number line diagrams and coordinate axes familiar from 

previous grades to represent points on the line and in the plans with negative number coordinates. 

 Essential Question: How do you identify independent and dependent quantities from tables and graphs?

 Objective: I can identify independent and dependent quantities from tables and graphs.

 Entry Ticket:





Rally Book Question 5 Page 40

 Which of the following sales will save shoppers the greatest amount of money base don the 

original cost of the item?

 A. 10% off a washing machine that originally costs $540

 20% off a microwave that originally cost $80

 15% off a vacuum that originally costs $320 

 25% off a slow cooker that costs $80 



Morning Message

 Good Morning! Today is Thursday April 30th, 2020! We will have GYM today at 10:40 a.m. with Mr. Jacobs. 

We will begin continue Day 15 today:

 Tomorrow we will have our STEM Session at 1p.m. I can’t wait to see what they have to offer us online!

 This week we will: 

We have finished reading, “A Moment to Remember” in our Rally Reading Book. We will work through the 

short response questions at this time. 

In math we will be progressing through Module 12 Graphing Points and working on Rally Book Lesson 5.

In science we will be working in our Measuring Up Books on Lesson 21: The Solar System. 

In social studies we will be reading “Ancient China” found on our scholastic app. 



The Moon and Its Phases 

Lesson: The moon and Its Phases 

Standard: PS.1.1e Most objects in the solar system have a regular and predictable motion. 

These motions explain such phenomena as a day, a year, phases on the Moon, eclipses, 

meteor showers, and comets. 

Objective: I can identify the moon phases and what causes them.

Entry: Write down your thoughts about the moon. 



The Moon and it’s Phases 

What you will learn: 

 The moon’s phases are caused by its orbit around the earth.

 The moon does not make its own light, it only reflects it.

 The phases of the moon repeat in a cycle about every 28 days.

 The moon is smaller than the sun but appears the same size because it’s closer.



The Moon and it’s Phases 

Before the video questions: 

 Is the moon always the same shape?

 Have you noticed a pattern to the changing shapes of the moon?

 Do you think the moon is the same size as the Sun? Why?

 Does the moon create its own light?

 How do scientists learn about the Moon and other planets?



Work Due Thursday April 30th 2020 

 Reading: Rally Book Text, “A Moment to Remember.” This is found on page 164-178. Read, annotate, and 

complete short response question 12.

 Science: Measuring Up Lesson 21: The Solar System. Read the text found on pages 127-129.Complete the 

multiple choice questions. 

 Math: Lesson 2 Exit Ticket Questions. (Will be sent) 

 Social Studies: Log onto scholastic App. Open the book, “Ancient China” Find the answers to the 

following questions: 

Read about The First Emperor and answer the following questions: 

1. Who was the first ruler of the Qin dynasty and what did he call himself? Why?

2. What was his significant achievement? Explain with details.

3. What have you noticed overall about China so far based on your reading? Provide details.



Module 12: Lesson 2: Independent and 
Dependent Variable in Tables and Graphs

 Lesson 2: Independent and Dependent Variables in Tables and Graphs

 Standard: 6.NS.C.6 Understand a rational number as a point on a number line. Extend a number line diagrams and coordinate axes familiar from 

previous grades to represent points on the line and in the plans with negative number coordinates. 

 Essential Question: How do you identify independent and dependent quantities from tables and graphs?

 Objective: I can identify independent and dependent quantities from tables and graphs.

 Entry Ticket:



Rally Book Page 40 Question 6

6. A music festival sold 1,800 tickets either in advance or at the entrance 

to the festival. 40% of these tickets were sold in advance. Which ratio 

shows the number of tickets sold at the door to the number of tickets sold 

in advance?

A.2 : 3

B. 60 : 40 

C.1,800 : 1,080

D.1,080 : 720 





Morning Message

 Good Morning! Today is Friday May 1st, 2020!! We will have FLES today at 2:25 p.m. with Mrs. Moran. 

 We will not meet at 12:30 p.m. today, but instead met at 1:00 p.m. for our STEM Session: 

 Today we will have our STEM Session at 1p.m. I can’t wait to see what they have to offer us online! I will 

be sending zoom invite! 

 We will finish day 15 today, let summarize what we have done: 

This week we did the following: 

We have finished reading, “A Moment to Remember” in our Rally Reading Book. We will work through the 

short response questions at this time. 

In math we will be progressing through Module 12 Graphing Points and working on Rally Book Lesson 5.

In science we will be working in our Measuring Up Books on Lesson 21: The Solar System. 

In social studies we will be reading “Ancient China” found on our scholastic app. 



Math Exit Ticket Thursday April 30th 2020



Kahoot Game for Yesterday’s Science 
Lesson!

 Let’s first read and review what we learned after watching yesterday’s science video on 

The Moon and its Phases! 

 Following the reading we will play a review game of Kahoot! 





Work Due Friday May 1st 2020 

 Reading: Rally Book Text, “A Moment to Remember.” This is found on page 164-178. Read, annotate, and 

complete short response question 14. 

 Science: Measuring Up Lesson 21: The Solar System. Write 3 things you learned this week in science. 

Complete ideas and sentences. 

 Math: Rally Book Lesson 5 Question 3 only part B. Must use information from entire page to answer!

 Social Studies: No social studies today. Log onto iReady and complete an additional reading lesson! 

Hopefully it’s a nonfiction text! 



What Can We Do?

 What can we do to help the world?


